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The Test Session



Day of the Test
• Arrive early

• Allow time to set up room (20 min?) 

• Make sure you have change and receipt capability

• Make sure you have all of the forms and exam
materials with you

• Remember: VE team members should
display their credentials



Set Up Room

• Administering VEs MUST be in same room
as examinees

• Any last minute noise issues?

• Where do candidates go to wait while their
tests are being graded?

• Consider number of people per table

• Placement of each grading team’s table,
testing supplies and runner’s table



The VE Team

• “Administering” VEs are those
VEs who sign the forms

• Who can administer which elements?

– General VEs – Element 2 (Technician)

– Extra VEs – All elements



Roles From ARRL VEC Perspective
• VE Team Liaison

– Also called FCC Session Manager
– Receives exam materials from the ARRL and is responsible for their 

security
• Must be eligible to be an Administering VE for an element to 

receive the materials for that element (Q15)
– Reports exam results to ARRL and returns all materials

• VE Team Contact Person
– Acts as contact person to the public
– Does not need to be a VE or hold a license (Q16)
– Often does registration and provides opening instructions



Roles Within VE Team
• Graders (our term)

– Grade tests and are Administering VEs
– Generally sign 605s and CSCEs

• Runners (our term)
– Control flow of paperwork between examinees and graders
– Notifies candidates of exam results
– Handles paperwork for follow-on test takers
– Can use non-VEs for part of this role

• Reader
• Quality Control

– Reviews completed paperwork for missing/incorrect information



Register All VEs  on Session Report

• All VEs and both ham and non-ham helpers
must register



More room on the back . . .

Back of Form:



• Basic Registration
– Candidate Roster completed
– Proof of Identification – Enter name from ID on Roster
– Proof of current license if upgrading
– Collection of fees

• For large groups you can have multiple simultaneous
registrations taking place

• Different processes used by different teams
– Registration table on entry
– Registration done after candidates are seated
– Roster completed from 605

Registration of Candidates



Candidate Roster



Requirements for Identification
• Legal photo ID must be presented

– Driver’s license (with photo)
– Passport

• Alternative identification includes two of the following:
– Social Security Card
– Birth Certificate (must have seal)
– Library card
– Utility bill, bank statement or  business correspondence with the person’s 

name
– Postmarked envelope with name and address matching 605 form
– For minors a school ID, report card, work permit or a legal guardian’s photo ID

• VE team must be convinced that the person taking the test is the person named on 
the 605 form



Proof of License
• Request candidate to bring copy of license that you keep 

(or provide a valid CSCE from a previous exam session)
• If time allows or as part of pre-registration process you 

can check the FCC database
• A CSCE is good for 365 days (Q35)
• If proof of license not available (Q34) then complete:

– Credit only CSCE for candidate
– Credit and earned CSCE to be sent to ARRL to be processed 

after they verify license



Tom shows up to take Element 3 for his General 
license. He presents his CSCE as proof of having 
passed his Technician exam last week.  You 
notice that the CSCE has only two signatures.

What do you do? Discuss and decide quickly
because your registration line is getting
longer while you figure this out.

Our First Quiz



The Magic Answer

• Allow the candidate to move forward as if his Technician 
license was valid

• Write up and sign two CSCEs
– One for the candidate that shows the elements he passed 

at this session but does not show any license awarded.  
Forward yellow and pink copies to ARRL.

– One with all copies (including white) that is forwarded to 
the ARRL showing elements passed and license awarded.

• ARRL confirms Technician license was awarded and sends 
candidate the second CSCE



Fees

• Test fee is posted on VEC website – currently $15 
(Q18) and cannot be varied (Q2)

• No additional fee for entry to test site may be 
charged – such as conference entry fees … (Q20)

• Amount retained by VE team must only be used 
to defray costs related to examination (Q1) 



Before You Pass Out Test Booklets
• Welcome and introduce

the VE team (everyone)
• Address leaving room 

during exam
• Address process while exam 

is being graded
• Taking a second exam?
• Scratch paper
• Test booklets are reused –

Don’t write in them!

• Other materials not allowed
• Completion of forms 

– Answer Sheet 
– 605 completion
– CSCE

• Identify special needs 
(readers)

• Calculators



Calculators
• The ARRL website states: (Q36) 

“ A calculator with the memory erased and formulas cleared is 
allowed. You may not bring any written notes or calculations into 
the exam session. Slide rules and logarithmic tables are acceptable, 
as long as they're free of notes and formulas. Cell phone must be 
silenced or turned off during the exam session and the phones' 
calculator function may not be used. In addition, iPhones, iPads, 
Androids, smartphones, Blackberry devices and all similar 
electronic devices with a calculator capability, may NOT be used. ”



Pop Quiz

Don is going for a “hat trick” (trying to pass all 3 
elements in the same session).  He asks to start 
with the Extra exam to get the hardest
test out of the way first.

What do you do?



Our Advice

1. Try to dissuade him.  If he doesn’t pass all three his 
situation could become complicated and make getting the 
license grant difficult . . . but if he persists, allow him to 
continue

2. Prepare his CSCE showing those elements passed but you 
can only award a license for the lowest element(s) passed.
– For example, if he passes elements 2 and 4 but does not pass 

element 3 then his CSCE awards him a Technician license but 
indicates elements 2 and 4 were passed



• Ink versus pencil
• Fill out answers correctly (shade versus circle)
• Various ways of changing answers
• Template design MUST be filled out correctly
• When picking up completed answer sheet

– Check that ALL questions are answered (35 or 50)
– Check that ALL answers are clearly

marked and it is obvious what
answer is intended

Answer Sheets 



NCVEC Form 605

• Used by an examinee to apply for a license (Q13)

• Cannot be used to request a vanity call sign 
(Q31)

• Not the same as FCC Form 605
– Use this for renewal or address change sent directly 

to FCC (Q23)

– Do not send NCVEC Form 605 directly to FCC (Q27)



NCVEC
Form 605



CSCE

• Complete at
registration
or later?



OK . . . 

Now pass out 
test booklets



You are about to start a test session for a 
group of Boy Scouts and you realize that 
you may be shorthanded.  A parent
of one of the Scouts offers to help.

What do you say?



Pop Quiz

You could really use another Extra class VE.
Joe, an Extra class VE, is involved in a project 
going on in another room.  He offers to come in 
to quickly grade just the few Element 3 and 4 
exams and then return to his project.

What do you say?



The ‘key’ to successful grading



Using a template
1. From the “Key” sheet, select 

the right template  

2. Align the template on the 
answer sheet form using the
four alignment holes

3. Mark wrong answers with an
“  ”, then count them . . .

correct

wrong



Grading process



Let’s Practice!

• Break into 3 person teams

• Using the “Key for Templates” 
and the grading template, 
grade the 3 answer sheets in 
your package

Only grade! Do not fill-in any of the other paperwork.



Let’s Review!

• What were the scores?
– William (any problems?)

– Cindy

– Samuel

• Did you find anything
wrong?

• Any questions???



If different . . . 

• Use this as your final grading:

– William had 25 right – Failure 

– Cindy had 26 right – Pass

– Samuel had 47 right – Pass



Taking a Second Test
• PASS: Taking a second element – keep going until

you fail (or complete Extra) with same $15 exam fee
• FAIL: Retest

– Official ARRL guideline: Sign the examinee back in the session 
Roster as a new candidate, collect another $15, give them a 
different exam for same element

– Common alternative . . . .
– Whatever you do, it must be consistently

and fairly applied to all candidates

• Either way, do not complete CSCE or 605 until candidate
is done



Finalizing the Candidate’s Paperwork

• Complete 605

• If passed at least one element, complete CSCE

– Only indicate those elements actually completed 
at your session; not any previous or future ones 
(Q38)



Completed 605



Completed CSCE

(Q25)

(Q26)



Let’s Practice!

• Break into same 3 person 
teams

• Complete the CSCEs and 605s, 
as appropriate, for each of the 
three candidates

Complete only the CSCE’s and 605’s



Let’s Review!

• How did you do?

• Did you double check
the 605’s when
signing them?

• Any suggestions?

• Any errors?



For those
passing
Element 4

e.g. Samuel



More Paperwork Issues
• If you run out of forms, what do you do?

– Everything but CSCEs are on ARRL web site
– CSCEs are multi-part forms – you *MUST* make sure 

that you have enough prior to the session

• Should you sign blank CSCEs and then let 
candidates fill them in?

• Trust within the VE team
– Difference between “grading” VEs

and “administrating” VEs



• Review paperwork before candidates leave
– Much easier to fix problems
– Failures as well as passes
– Common errors can easily happen because of rush

• Missing SSN/FRN numbers
• Pass/fail not being marked on Answer Sheet (or missing initials)
• Missing signatures and initials from VEs

– Double check all CSCEs and 605s signatures prior to VEs
leaving the session
• Ensure that all 3 administering VEs have signed

Quality Control



• Good role for Runner with ham experience
• You can provide final score but not information about individual questions
• For those who pass:

– Rules around getting on the air.
– How do I find my call sign? Remind candidate that there is no paper license 

issued anymore. They must verify their own ULS name and address.
– “Now that you passed” handout, ARRL membership, 

scouting patches, other materials
– Encourage future participation in Ham Radio

• For those who don’t pass
– Study suggestions for trying again
– Avoid “Angel of Death” scenario
– Special topic - Return of 605

Notification



Postmortem

• Review what went well and what didn’t 
(preferably with the whole team)

• Adjust your process as needed



Behind the Scenes



Who is Involved in Licensing?

• FCC

• Volunteer Examiner Coordinator (VEC) – The ARRL is one of 14

• Volunteer Examiner Teams

Since 



FCC Role

• FCC handles domestic wireless 
telecommunications and policies

• FCC licenses amateur radio operators under its 
Wireless Telecommunications
Bureau (Q3)

• Works with 14 VECs 

• Can require tests be re-administered



VEC Role

• VECs enter into agreements with the FCC to 
coordinate the efforts of Volunteer Examiners 
to administer license exams

• VEC collects exam information, verifies for 
correctness and forwards results to FCC

• Works with other VECs to maintain
a pool of questions for the exams (Q4)



Requirements to Be a VE

• Be accredited by one or more VECs (Q7)
• ARRL accreditation is through:

– Submission of open book test; or
– Request for Instant VE accreditation if qualified under another VEC (Q8)

• Must be at least 18 years of age (Q5)
• Must not have had their amateur license ever revoked or suspended (Q6)
• Accreditation

– Good until FCC license expires (Q9)
– VEs who upgrade can serve at the upgraded level once their upgrade 

appears in the FCC database (Q28)



Licenses That the FCC Grants
• Current licenses that can be issued:

– Technician (Element 2)
– General (Element  3)
– Amateur Extra (Element 4)

• Other licenses
– Advanced
– Technician license issued prior to 3/21/1987

• Expired licenses
• Conditional licenses



License Renewals
• Licenses are issued for 10 years
• Licenses may not be renewed earlier than 90 days 

before expiration (Q33)
• Upgrades do not normally extend term of license, 

except if license expires within 90 days and an upgrade, 
address change or systematic call sign change is 
requested (Q32) 

• For any license that has expired within the 2 year grace 
period, contact ARRL or FCC for renewal



Element Credits

• Users get ‘credit’ for exams that they have already taken.
• Element credit is based on one of the following:

1. Technician licenses issued BEFORE 3/21/1987
2. Expired licenses

• Proof for credit
– Examples are copies of the physical license, CSCEs, old call book 

listings, or the QRZ.com 1993 call sign database. 
See: http://www.arrl.org/exam-element-credit

– It is not the job of the VE team to research the claim; it is the 
candidate’s responsibility to prove the claim



Element Credits

ELEMENT CREDIT TABLE

Element Credit Given Exam to Pass License Earned

No license, or expired Novice, or current Novice
or expired Technician issued 3/21/1987 or later None Element 2 Technician

Expired Technician issued BEFORE 3/21/1987 or
expired General or expired Advanced Element 3 Element 2 General

Expired Extra Elements 3 and 4 Element 2 Extra

Current Technician issued BEFORE 3/21/1987, or
with an expired General or Advanced Elements 2 and 3 None General

Current Technician with expired Extra Elements 2, 3 and 4 None Extra

Current Technician issued 3/21/1987 or later Element 2 Element 3 General

Current General or current Advanced Elements 2 and 3 Element 4 Extra



John has an expired Extra license and wants to 
rejoin ham radio.  

What does he have to do
to get his old Extra license back?

Pop Quiz



Another         Question

Ron got his Technician license back in 2009. He 
just let it slip in passing that he used to get on 
HF back in the 90’s when he had a General that 
he let expire.

How does he get his General license?



. . . And a 3rd Question

Bill has a pre-1987 Technician license.  He
wishes to upgrade to Extra.

How does he do this?



Don has his Class-A license from South Africa 
and wants exam credit.  After all, isn’t that what 
CEPT is for?

Does he get his credit?



Quizzes, Quizzes and more Quizzes!

William has his commercial license (aka GROL) 
and wants exam credit.

Do you give him credit? And
if so, what element does
he get credit for?



Enough of that . . .

Let’s Move On



Preparing to Hold a Testing Session



Pick a Date, Time and Place

• VE team decides where and when an exam will be 
held (Q17)

• Do you have enough time to receive materials?

• Allow enough time

– ARRL VEC suggests 3 ½ hours (Q21)

– When do you complete the exam packet
for shipping to the ARRL VEC? (Adds about
½ hour depending on # of candidates)



Gather Your VE Team

• How many VEs do you need?

– Minimum number required is 3 (Q10)

– Our experience:
• 5 is minimum for up to 10-12 examinees

• Add 3-4 for each additional 10 examinees

• Do all of your VEs have current credentials?



• Is space big enough?
Administering VEs must be in the same room as examinees

• Tables

– Need 1-2 tables per grading team

– Need “Runners” table to hold test supplies, paperwork in process, etc.

– Space for QA

– How many test takers per table?

• Noise issues

– Is space conducive to test taking?

– Is there another space for people to wait while their test is graded?

– Can notification be done with some amount of privacy?

Requirements for the Room



Register Your Session With VEC
• Register through the ARRL website:

http://www.arrl.org/register-an-amateur-radio-license-exam-session
– Are walk-ins allowed?
– Date, time, location, sponsor, contact ….
– Need test materials?

• How materials are supplied?
– Field stocked versus not

• If not field stocked then exam materials must be returned to 
ARRL at end of session as part of the test package (Q30)

– Which forms can be duplicated (Q24)?  
• Everything but CSCE
• Hint: make sure your duplicated answer sheets work with your 

answer templates (size issue)

http://www.arrl.org/register-an-amateur-radio-license-exam-session


Walk-ins Versus No walk-ins?
Allow walk-ins Don’t allow walk-in

Don’t discourage anyone from taking 
the test

Last minute test takers will not come

May have space issues or team can be 
overwhelmed by numbers

Know in advance how many people will be 
attending

Last minute candidates can come You will have contact info after the exam to 
email their call signs and invite for club 
membership

Can research licensing issues in advance

Contact with test takers makes sure all 
arrive with correct information

Can have correct materials on hand



Publicize Your Session

• Public notice is no longer required by the FCC

• The ARRL/VEC policy is that every test session is to 
receive the proper local exposure, in addition to your 
registration of the session with the VEC.

• Identify your target audience and reach out to them: 
– Verbal announcements at meetings and training classes

– Emails and newsletters 

– Other hams that might have contact because of volunteer 
activities



• Be responsive to requests for registration – respond quickly
• Our team does not allow walk-ins. We tell them why, i.e.

“We ask candidates to pre-register for our exam sessions only because we 
have a limit of 15 candidates because of physical space.”

• Don’t send BCC emails
– Always send individual emails addressed directly to the candidate
– Customize them to the candidate so it sounds like a 1:1 contact

• Welcome candidates to other activities
besides the exam session, e.g. club meetings
and other events

• Try to get an Elmer relationship established
early

When Reaching Out to Candidates 
(Hints and Tricks)



More . . . 
• Set the candidate’s expectations:

– The exams are closed book, untimed and multiple-choice.

– They need to bring: (1) a photo ID and the $15 exam fee, and
(2) if upgrading, also a photo copy of their current license that
they can “leave behind”

– Give them the physical address of the exam site

– Remind them that sessions start ‘promptly’.

– Calculators are OK, but they must be arithmetic and no Smartphones.

• Five days prior to session, send a reminder email to candidates

– “I hope your studying has been going well . . . ”

– Restate same items as above . . .



Submitting the Session Paperwork



Checklist

1. One more QA pass

2. Complete the Candidate Roster

3. Complete the Session Report &
gather $$$ for ARRL VEC (a check)

4. Assemble packet for shipment to ARRL



Complete the Candidate Roster



Complete the
Session Report



(back)

Complete the
Session Report



Let’s Practice! (one last time  )

• Break into the same 3 person teams

• Complete the final paperwork to be 
shipped to the ARRL VEC

– Finish the Candidate Roster

– Finish the Session Report



Packet to ARRL

• Assemble packet for 
shipment to ARRL

• Material to be 
retained

• To copy or not to 
copy????



Two weeks later . . .
• Set your candidate’s expectations that mailing and processing

varies between 5 days and 2 weeks. 

• The ARRL VEC really does not want to start the investigative process
until 2 weeks have passed.

• Be prepared: You will make mistakes. The ARRL VEC will make mistakes. Packets get 
lost. Requests can be miscoded and fail in the posting to the FCC.

• Team Liaison’s job is to verify that new call signs and upgrades have been issued
– ULS is updated daily (Monday-Saturday)

– Resources: http://www.fcc.gov/ULS (search by name); http://www.ae7q.com/ by-day postings.

– Notify candidates for whom you have email addresses (another opportunity to offer Elmer services)

• Candidate’s job is to verify the spelling of their name and address in the ULS. This is 
important because there is no actual paper license sent to the candidate anymore.

http://www.fcc.gov/ULS
http://www.ae7q.com/


Questions????



Call to Action !
Follow these three simple steps to become an ARRL 
Volunteer Examiner:
1. Review the Volunteer Examiner Manual, paying 

special attention to Chapter 2: Becoming a Volunteer 
Examiner.

2. Complete and sign the VE Application form and
open-book review (40 question review); a copy is
pages 19-22 in the VE Manual

3. Please fax, mail or email forms (Adobe PDF file or 
scanned JPEG image showing your real signature) to 
the ARRL VEC 

To:
ARRL VEC
225 Main St 
Newington, CT 06111

Fax: 860-594-0339
Email: vec@arrl.org  

Once accredited, you will receive in the mail a colorful, laminated VE badge, and badge clip 
to wear at exam sessions and a certificate suitable for framing. Please allow 3-4 weeks for 
the ARRL VE badge and certificate to arrive.



We hope you
enjoyed the class
as much as we did
putting it together!

See you in
an Exam Session!


